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 Name Artist 

1 For Those About To Rock AC/DC 

2 Shake Me Cinderella 

3 The Stroke Billy Squire 

4 Tramps on the Run Squad Five-O 

5 Hot Blooded Foreigner 

6 Chambara  At The Drive-In 

7 Nightrain Guns N’ Roses 

8 The Trooper Iron Maiden 

9 Living After Midnight Judas Priest 

10 Working for the MCA Lynryd Syknyrd 

11 Nothing But A Good Time Poison 

12 L'Via L'Viaquez  The Mars Volta 

13 Kickstart My Hear Motley Crue  

14 Live Wire AC/DC 

contributors: adam
 parsons. greg veltm

an. steph kunes. chris klein. am
anda stern. chris carson. 

    read. watch.                                  respond.                       listen. 
 
 
 
 

 

Imagine, for a moment, that it's Christmas 
morning, and your six-year old cousin has 
just unwrapped a Playskool xylophone to go 
with his kazoo and toy keyboard. Now 

imagine that he starts to play; to your surprise, you find your-
self humming along, and, soon enough, even dancing. That's 
The Boy Least Likely To.  
 

Toy instruments, garage-sale organs, and an invincible sense 
of rhythm mark this 2005 album. It's twee as twee gets, to be 
sure, but this Buckinghamshire duo plays it as well as anyone. 

Instrumentalist Pete Hobbs shines throughout 
the album, ranging from melancholy to ex-
cited, but his music best matches lyricist Jof 
Owen's lyrics on the reflective songs - I'm 
Glad I Hitched My Apple Wagon to Your Star 
and the 51-second Warm Panda Cola are two 
of the best tracks on an album which doesn't 
have much filler. The lyrics are, in fine twee-
pop tradition, often cloying and odd, but they 
never bore.  
 

This album repays a careful listen - especially 
to appreciate Hobbs' instrumentation - but it 
may hard to listen carefully, as the temptation 
to dance and sing along is so great.           --ap  

The Boy Least Likely To 
 

The Best Party Ever [Artist] 

Flawless. Billboards taunt, magazines tease, and Hollywood flaunts it. We 
must be more but we are set up for defeat, challenged to be what humans 
were not meant to be. The distortion of beauty around us is evident as peo-
ple frantically search for face lifts and plastic parts instead of real ones.  
 

The conception of beauty is 
not challenged enough. 
Challenging the pursuit of 
the Barbie doll facade is 
this one minute YouTube 
video. Working on its self 
esteem ad, Dove is taking a 
new twist as they take a 
breather from their soap 
and body lotion commer-
cials to offer this clip.  
 

This video traces the proc-
ess from the moment a 
model walks into a studio 
looking like the average 

woman to the hour her face is mounted on a roadside billboard. Watching 
this evolution at such a reckless speed is daunting. Before you have time to 
blink three times, in front of your eyes appears the end product of a woman 
society deems as beautiful. Called “Evolution of Beauty” watching this is 
truly like witnessing something evolve. If the woman drove by the billboard 
and did recognize herself that would be a shocker. Watch it. Think about 
beauty. Think about true beauty. Think about manufactured beauty. Bottom 
line: think about it. 

In this dystopian story, loosely adapted from the novel by P.D. James and di-
rected by Mexican director Alfonso Cuaron (Y tu mama tambien, Harry Potter 

and the Prisoner of Azkaban), the world in 2027 has seen the 
loss of all human fertility. The most recent news is that the 
youngest person on the planet, an 18-year-old “Baby Diego” has 
just been killed, and Great Britian is a police state, with many 
refugee camps. Into this situation, Theo Faron (Clive Owen) 
soon finds himself caught up with a rebel group that is run by his 
former wife, Julian (Julianne Moore). At first he is unsure of 
their motivations, but it seems important and serious. Eventually 

Theo is let in on the secret; the group is trying to protect, Kee (Claire-Hope 
Ashitey), a refugee woman who has become pregnant. Theo soon becomes the 
sole protector who can possibly get Kee to The Human Project. Theo’s friend, 
Jasper (Michael Caine), is the spiritual advisor of the film, talking about how 
faith, hope, and love are connected in this drive to save Kee, and possibly be the 
only hope for humanity. 
 

The weight of the story is intense- it is a picture of the future with very little 
hope. The intensity it intentional, but it is lightened by some humorous dia-
logue. Politically this film has many parallels to films like V for Vendetta and 
Blood Diamond, both of which make a critique of contemporary culture in 
America. 
 

The film focuses on the tension between the masses that have lost hope in a fu-
ture and the apathy and violence that has escalated because of this and the hope 
that Theo and those that see Kee as a possibility of a different future. Through-
out the film it is this “miracle” alone that can awaken the value of life and hope 
(the parallels to the gospel are pretty apparent). The film ask the important ques-
tion: Is life possible without 
hope?                           --gpv 

Writer: Alfonso Cuarón 
Director: Alfonso Cuarón and Timothy J. Sexton 
Starring: Clive Owen, Julianne Moore, Chiwetel 
Ejiofor, Claire-Hope Ashitey 
Studio Information: Universal Pictures, 109 min 

 in theaters now 

CHILDREN of MEN 

THE PLAYLIST 
New year. New semester. New playlists. We chucked all the 
old ones. So, send a copy of the track listing and a picture to 
thecall@geneva.edu (you can send more than one). 
 

If it gets printed, you get your choice of a gift card to the Bea-
ver Falls Coffee and Tea Company or iTunes bucks.  

Alias: Jeremy Yerse 
Major: Computer Science 
Year: Eighth 


